Weakly magnetized, Hall dominated plasma Couette flow
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A novel plasma equilibrium in the high-β, Hall regime that produces centrally-peaked, high Mach number Couette flow is described. Flow is driven using a weak, uniform magnetic field and large, cross field currents. Large magnetic field amplification (factor 20) due to the Hall effect is observed when electrons are flowing radially inward, and near perfect field expulsion is observed when the flow is reversed. A dynamic equilibrium is reached between the amplified (removed) field and extended density gradients.

Fluid flow between two concentric cylinders, Taylor-Couette flow 1, has been a cornerstone of fluid mechanics for more than 300 years [1]. Starting with Newton, this simple geometry has served as theoretical and experimental platform for hydrodynamics. Couette flow served as basis for the design of the earliest viscometers, where the name Couette comes from [2, 3]. It has been a major tool in modern studies of fluid turbulence, particularly the pioneering work of Taylor [4]. Extending beyond conventional fluids, Couette flow has been used to characterize more complex media such as visco-elastic polymers [5, 6] and magneto-fluids such as liquid metals, where the flowing fluid is subject to electromagnetic forces in addition to pressure and viscosity. Chandrasekhar and Velikhov simultaneously described the stability of magneto-fluid Couette flow in the presence of weak magnetic fields [7, 8]. Most recently, Couette flow of unmagnetized plasma has been realized in the lab and provided for measurements of plasma viscosity [9].

Due to the similarity to Keplerian flow \( V_0 \propto r^{-1/2} \), Couette flow has been proposed as model system for laboratory astrophysics. There have been numerous attempts to experimentally study the magnetorotational instability (MRI) in liquid metal experiments [10–16], but these efforts have often been met with complications caused by parasitic modes from the boundaries [17–19]. Plasma Couette experiments open up MRI research to kinetic physics, Hall effects and mixed charged-neutral systems, highlighting issues that are import in hot, dense disks [20–22] as well as partially-magnetized protostellar systems [23–28]. The Hall effect has astrophysical applications beyond the MRI; such as Hall dynamos [29, 30], turbulent reconnection in the magnetosphere [31], and magnetic field evolution in the crusts of neutron stars [32–34]. In principle, any dynamics where the ions are decoupled from the magnetic field need to be treated with the Hall term in Ohm’s law. For an experiment this occurs when the ion inertial length is comparable to the system size, while in extremely large astrophysical systems, Hall dynamics are mostly restricted to smaller scale phenomena.

Plasma Couette experiments have been mostly performed in the unmagnetized limit, where no external field is applied, mostly to ensure that there is enough viscous transport from the driving boundaries to spin up the entire volume [9, 35]. Additionally, to our knowledge, there has been no experimental evidence supporting the necessary inclusion of two-fluid effects in astrophysical plasmas outside of magnetic reconnection contexts. In this letter, we present a novel dynamic equilibrium that produces plasma Couette flow in the weakly-magnetized, high-β 2, Hall regime. In our system, flow is driven via a body force

1 For brevity we will shorten this to “Couette” for the rest of the letter.

2 β is the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure commonly used amongst plasma physicists.
applied across the entire volume that relies on a weak applied magnetic field and a cross-field current. This so-called volumetric flow drive (VFD) has been considered for use in MRI experiments in liquid metals [36–38] and proof-of-principle experiments have suggested that flow drive is possible in plasmas [39]. Here, however, we show that certain configurations of VFD in Hall plasmas result in a massive amplification of the initial field by the Hall effect and a hollowing out of the density profile with centrally peaked flows—radically altering the equilibrium state expected from the MHD model. After presenting a description of the experimental setup, we show equilibrium measurements of plasma VFD in two configurations: outwardly and inwardly directed current. The outwardly directed current case shows strong field amplification, hollow density profiles and Couette flow, while the opposite case shows strong field expulsion and solid-body flow profiles. We then compare these measurements to extended MHD simulations in order to develop a simple two-fluid model of this equilibrium.

The experiments presented here were carried out in two very similar devices, the Big Red Ball (BRB) and the Plasma Couette Experiment (PCX), both operated at the Wisconsin Plasma Physics Laboratory (WiPPL) [9, 40, 41]. Plasma creation and flow drive are achieved by injecting current from hot, emissive lanthanum hexaboride cathodes (LaB$_6$) across a weak, externally applied magnetic field [42, 43]. Due to the multi-cusp confinement scheme for both devices, high-$\beta$ can be achieved with ion inertial lengths ($d_i = c/\Omega_{pi}$) on the order of 1 m, which places these devices firmly in the Hall regime. Argon plasmas are produced by injecting 30-300 A of current from the LaB$_6$ cathodes with a constant neutral fill of approximately $10^{-3}$ torr. These discharges reach densities on the order of $10^{17}$-$10^{18}$ m$^{-3}$, electron temperatures of 3-5 eV, and ion temperatures of 0.5-1.5 eV.

With the weak applied fields in the range of 0.3-10 G, the electrons are able to execute many gyro-orbits between collisions, while the ion gyroradius is on the order of the device size.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the flow scheme for both devices. The BRB is a spherical device, roughly 3 m in diameter, while PCX is cylindrical and roughly 1 m in diameter, 1 m tall. For the BRB, current is driven radially outward using a set of 6 cathodes and two large ring anodes placed near the poles. In PCX, the current is driven radially inward with a single cathode on axis and 4 anodes located near the edge. In terms of the flow rotation vector, $\Omega$, BRB operates with $\mathbf{B} \parallel \Omega$ (antiparallel), while PCX has $\mathbf{B} \parallel \Omega$. This is true regardless of the direction of the applied magnetic field, since the rotation is set by the $\mathbf{J} \times \mathbf{B}$ torque. By having both orientations, we are able to compare large qualitative differences in the resulting equilibria.

The magnetic field is measured by a calibrated 15-position, 3-axis Hall probe array with a resolution of approximately 0.1 G [44]. Density, electron temperature, and flow are measured by a single position combination Mach and Langmuir probe using standard analysis techniques. Both Hall and electrostatic probes are spatially scanned over the areas indicated in Fig.1 over the course of many shots, with fixed electrostatic probes used to determine shot-to-shot reproducibility. In addition to probes, PCX is equipped with a unique, high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometer, which is able to measure chord integrated ion temperature and flow to better than 0.1 eV and 50 m/s precision [45].

Figure 2 shows BRB data where outward directed current drives large magnetic field amplification. A bias is applied at $t = 0.25$ s between the LaB$_6$ cathodes and the polar anodes that generates a second-long steady plasma. Immediately after the plasma is created, massive field amplification is observed. Figure 2(b) shows the amplification of four different initial magnetic field cases. In each of these cases, the initial vacuum field is amplified by at least a factor of 10 with roughly 300 A of total injected current, regardless of field direction or magnitude. Focusing on case 1, corresponding to an initial field of $\sim 0.4$ G, Fig. 2(c) shows the poloidal map of the magnetic field strength and associated field lines indicating the amplification is concentrated on axis and is uniform in the axial direction. A weak, $< 1$ G, toroidal magnetic field was measured as well, which is consistent with the poloidal currents being driven in the system.

A hollow density profile accompanies the large field amplification. Figure 3(top) shows radial profiles of the magnetic field, flow, and density from the BRB during a plasma discharge. The density near the axis of rotation is reduced by more than a factor of 2 from the bulk. In most BRB discharges using the LaB$_6$ cathodes, the density is uniform throughout the bulk volume, with only a short gradient near the magnetic cusp at the edge [41]. For
cases with larger field amplification (1 and 4 in Fig. 2b),
the density gradient is steeper than the lower field cases.
In all cases, the equilibrium $\beta$ near the center was still
$> 0.5$ despite the hollow density profile and amplified
field.

Strong, centrally peaked, Couette flow is also driven in
this equilibrium. The flow profile peaks near the radial
anode location, approximately 10 cm from the axis. In
the no dissipation limit, this centrally peaked flow pro-
file has enough shear to meet the Rayleigh circulation
criteria for hydrodynamic instability as well as the ideal
MRI requirement [46, 47], however no characteristics of
instability are observed.

When the current direction is reversed using PCX,
the magnetic field is removed from the plasma. Figure
3 (lower) shows linear profiles from the reversed cur-
rent case on PCX. The roughly 7 G initial magnetic
field is completely removed from the central region of the
plasma. Along with the field removal, an elongated
density gradient is seen that extends from the plasma edge
well into the bulk volume. This gradient is significantly
longer than the typical one seen from the multi-cusp con-
finement ($\sim$10 cm) [48].

Flow is also observed on PCX, but instead of being
centrally peaked, it closely follows a solid body profile
as measured by the Fabry-Pérot spectrometer [45]. Pre-
vious experiments on PCX showed solid-body-like flow
was created by locally stirring the plasma near the outer
edge and relying on strong unmagnetized viscosity of the
interior to transport momentum inward [9]. The observa-
tions here are similar to these flow profiles, suggest-
ing that the torque is local and near the outer bound-
ary where the magnetic field is strongest. The flow is
also much smaller than on BRB, most likely due to the
stronger cusp field ($> 20$ G) in the drive region near the
edge.

In conjunction with the observations on BRB and
PCX, simulations using the NIMROD extended MHD
solver [49] help to clarify the role of the Hall effect. NIM-
ROD performs semi-implicit time stepping on a poloidal
finite element grid, with a spectral representation for
the toroidal coordinate. Current injection is modeled
by setting the toroidal magnetic field along the bound-
ary, which is equivalent to setting a radial current [50].
NIMROD operates with fully-conductive, flux conserving
boundaries, so the injected current is not a source of mag-
netic flux but still serves as an excellent parallel to the
experiment. In these simulations, typical BRB parame-
ters for a helium plasma ($n \sim 6 \times 10^{17} \text{ m}^{-3}$, $T_e = 8 \text{ eV}$,
$T_i = 0.5 \text{ eV}$) are used and the total injected current is
400 A. These inputs clearly highlight the qualitative ef-
facts seen in the experiment, but do not allow for a direct
quantitative comparison.

A series of simulations are preformed that selectively
include two-fluid terms from the generalized Ohm’s law.
For this discussion, Ohm’s law with only fluid induction
and resistivity is labeled “MHD”, while cases where cur-
rent induction and electron pressure are included are la-
bled as “Hall”. Figure 4 shows the magnetic field rela-
tive to the applied field and flux lines for four separate
cases. In the MHD case, Ekman circulation develops and
drives a radial outward flow which drags the field lines

![FIG. 3. Linear profiles of the magnetic field, toroidal flow
and density during the plasma discharge for BRB and PCX. The
shaded vertical bars indicate the radii of the anodes. The velocity profile for PCX was measured using the Fabry-
Pérot spectrometer. On the BRB, these profiles are mea-
sured along the cylindrical radius indicated by the red line in
Fig. 1, approximately 40 cm from the equator. On PCX, the
Fabry-Pérot flow measurement and density profile are made
at the mid-plane and the magnetic field profiles are measured
slightly above the mid-plane (indicated by the red line in
Fig. 1).

![FIG. 4. $|\mathbf{B}|/B_0$ and flux lines for NIMROD simulations. In all
cases the initial field is uniform and has a strength of 0.5 G.
The contour is plotted on a log scale. Left: Case without Hall
terms in Ohm’s law. Middle: Case with Hall terms included
in Ohm’s law and the current directed inward, which is the
same direction as the PCX experiments. Right: Hall case
with the current directed outward, which is the same as the
experimental BRB case.](image-url)
in either direction. When the Hall term is included, the field is coupled to the electron fluid, where the direction of radial flow is determined by the applied current. The simulations confirm that volumetric flow drive only amplifies field with the extended Ohm’s law terms included and outwardly directed radial current, corresponding to $B \parallel \Omega$. In Hall runs with the opposite current direction, the field is mostly removed from the bulk of the plasma volume, matching the observations made on PCX.

The Hall effect mechanism responsible for the field amplification or removal can be easily seen by considering the extended Ohm’s law,

$$ E = \mathbf{V} \times \mathbf{B} = \eta \mathbf{J} + \frac{1}{ne} \left( \mathbf{J} \times \mathbf{B} - \nabla P_e \right) $$

where $\eta$ is the plasma resistivity and $P_e \equiv nkT_e$ is the electron pressure. In the high-$\beta$ Hall limit, the $\mathbf{J} \times \mathbf{B}$ and electron pressure terms dominate in balancing the applied $E_r$. By considering the toroidal component of Ohm’s law and setting the non-equilibrium inductive electric field to zero, a relationship between the radial and toroidal currents is found,

$$ E_\phi = 0 = \eta J_\phi - \frac{1}{ne} J_r B_z \Rightarrow J_\phi = \frac{\Omega_{ce} J_r}{\nu_e} $$

where the Spitzer form of resistivity has been used to relate the resistivity to the electron collision frequency, $\nu_e$. In cases where the electrons are well magnetized relative to their collisions, a large toroidal current can be formed from cross-field current. Applying Ampere’s law, when $J_r > 0$ (as on the BRB) the induced $J_\phi$ will always act to enforce the magnetic field, while when $J_r < 0$ (as on PCX), the toroidal current will act against the existing magnetic field.

An ordering for the terms in Eq. 1 for parameters in either device indicates that the flow induction and resistivity terms are negligible compared to the current induction and electron pressure. The resistivity term is kept to arrive at the expression in Eq. 2 because some collisions are required for cross-field current. However, for both species, collisions do not play a large role in the radial force balance and have been neglected in this simple model.

While the electrons are well magnetized and drifting to create strong toroidal currents, the ions are mostly unmagnetized and ballistic. However, the ions still play an important role in managing the toroidal current since their force balance sets the density profile. In the absence of the Lorentz force, a radial electric field sets up to balance the centrifugal force from ion flow and the ion pressure gradient,

$$ -nm_i \frac{V_\phi^2}{r} = neE_r - \frac{\partial P_i}{\partial r} $$

where $P_i \equiv kT_i n$ is the ion pressure. For these plasmas the terms on the RHS of equation 3 dominate and so the ion pressure gradient is largely balanced by the radial electric field and the ions can be thought of a Boltzmann-like in this equilibrium. When the electric field is outwardly directed (like on PCX), the density profile is hollow, while an inwardly directed electric field (like on PCX) causes the density to peak on axis. This electric field couples the ions and electrons, completing the equilibrium model.

Attributing plasma current entirely to the electrons due to their high mobility and using the electric field from Eq. 3, leads to the standard plasma equilibrium condition in the radial direction,

$$ J_\phi B_z = \frac{\partial}{\partial r} (P_i + P_e) - nm_i \frac{V_\phi^2}{r} $$

where the last term is a small correction arising from the ion flow. This standard equilibrium coupled with the Hall mechanism in Eq. 2 shows that the generated current necessarily causes extended density gradients and that the direction of the gradient is dependent on the injected current direction (electric field in the ion force balance).

The equilibrium described here takes advantage of the well-confined plasmas in multicusp devices, where an ambipolar field in the small cusp region keeps the ions from leaving the plasma. In previous work with similar flux expulsion experiments [51], an ad hoc radial electric field is used to complete the electron force balance. Here however, this electric field is well described by Eq. 3, leading to the standard MHD force balance in Eq. 4. The coupling of the electrons and ions via the electric field is an essential feature of this Hall framework.

FIG. 5. Scan of injected current versus normalized change in magnetic field for the two experiments. Top: The PCX case shows strong diamagnetic field removal, approaching total removal at approximately 80 A of injected current. For the BRB case, the field is amplified by nearly a factor of 20 at nearly 300 A of injected current.
In both configurations the total amount of poloidal magnetic flux was not conserved during the progression of the experiments. This apparent creation or annihilation of flux is the result of the Hall effect’s conversion of the flux carried by the injected current into poloidal flux in the plasma. On BRB, the magnetic field is amplified by nearly a factor of 20 at the maximum injected current of nearly 300 A (see bottom of Fig. 5). On PCX, the injected current was scanned, showing a positive correlation between the amount of removed flux and the total injected current (see top of Fig. 5). In both cases, as more current is injected and converted into poloidal flux by the Hall mechanism in Eq. 2, more field is added or removed from the plasma.

In summary, the present study demonstrates a new type of plasma flow drive, similar to Couette flow, that uses cross-field currents to drive cylindrically symmetric plasmas with sheared flows. We have shown conclusively that a priori unimportant and weak ($\beta \gg 1$) magnetic fields can, in fact, greatly influence the large-scale equilibrium via the Hall effect. Similar conclusions have been noted in the case of magnetic reconnection where Hall effects can control large scale dynamics by influencing the scale where the magnetic field vanishes [52–54]. To our knowledge, our results represent the first experimental evidence of large qualitative Hall effects in a laboratory astrophysics context outside of magnetic reconnection.
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